
 
                      Home Among Movement 
 
                            the color energy makes 
                                    a chill on the nape 
                                             shivers 
                               homegrown minced oregano 
                                                     the world  
                                           of commerce 
                                                      comes alive 
                                          in tread vehicle  
                                                        circular trail 
                                             sprinkler hiss 
                                       tears out of green light 
                                          intrusion 
                                                         on attention 
                                                to a set of words’ 
                                                       shape   the stream 
                                                   of vehicular sounds 
                                            heterogeneous stimuli 
                                                      the rush & fade-away 
                                                                    of a truck’s 
                                                 weight & acceleration 
                                                         colors energy 
                                                  home among movement 
                                                              haven for bees 
                                                      pollinate plum fig 
                                               cherry trees     govern 
                                                    what the eye sees 
 



                  How Light is Fixed  
 
                       
                  how the light is fixed 
              in memory    how the tree casts 
                      
                      its shade on concrete 
                 against the side 
            of the house  
       stucco brightens 
                            the angle of view 
                       as if blinding the gaze 
 
                       breeze wavers 
                            a sudden start 
                                 shakes shape 
                                   
                                       around you 
                                             water overflows 
                                                  a clay flower pot 
                                            
                                              rays of light 
                                          cross the container 
                                     in & out of wet concrete   
       
                                                                             
      (Beginning with a Line by Joe Napora) 
                                  



                                 Phantom Debris 
 
 
                     strings & floaters 
                        minute red dots 
                            in a darkened room 
                                sudden light flashes 
                                     from the periphery 
                           the left eye’s worn watery 
                                  terror grips loss of sight 
                                        an eye left behind 
                                              binds anxiety 
                                         where words tend 
                                                  toward silence 
                                                      the sunset unsaid 
                                                     sunlight sorted by 
                                                  wavy lines 
                                            scoped by random red dots 
                                     sight torn meridian peripheral tells   
                                              the page & phantom debris 
           roams the left eye 
                           



                     
 
Textures of the Flight 
 
 
                           exhaustion wings 
                                 airplane’s edge 
                                      make a way 
                                 home   hundreds of 
                      miles away from connecting flight 
                                       land in Norfolk 
                                till clear storm 
                                          leaves us too late 
                                      in Baltimore 
                                           the mind pictures 
                                                swirls hold together 
                                      textures fingertips tell 
                                               topographies 
                                       county   river   sail   stun 
                                 first night in an airport 
                                            found pillow 
                                       fitful three-hour sleep 
                                 sit now among cloud vapors 
                                      unravel resolution 
                                           wings past exhaustion 
                                 listening to the conversation 
                              the mind seizes 
                                                  a particular 
                                          in word stream wave 
                                   small cosmos zinnias 
                                   yet to bloom    Mexican Sage 
                                                        stunted leaves 
                                                   I come to   over the Mohave 
                                           eyes blur high desert open 
                                                                sky   return to 
                                                           one’s familiar 
                                                      air light consequence 
                                                this flight through turbulence 
                                           delayed motion over itself waits 
                                      the exhausted mind lets out its breath   
 


